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1. In Section 2.1.3.2., Figure 3 (p. 2574). The green diamond-shaped box associated with the “LBBB on ECG” box
should read, “Exercise Echo or Pharm Stress MPI/Echo”. The sentence currently reads, “MPI or Echo w/ exercise”.
2. In Section 3.1.2.3, Class 1, Recommendation 1 (p. 2577). The sentence should read, “Exercise echo or pharmacological
stress with either nuclear...” The sentence currently reads, “Pharmacological stress with either nuclear...”
3. InSection3.2.2.,Table 5,Row14,Column1, “Test” (p. 2579).The sentence should read, “ExerciseEchoor pharmacological
stress with MPI or Echo”. The sentence currently reads, “Pharmacological stress with nuclear MPI or Echo”.Figure 3 Algorithm for Risk Assessment of Patients With SIHD*
Table 5
Using Stress Testing and Advanced Imaging for Patients With Known SIHD Who Require Noninvasive Testing for Risk
Assessment
*Patients are candidates for exercise testing if they are capable of performing at least moderate physical functioning (i.e., moderate household, yard, or recreational work and most activities of daily living)
and have no disabling comorbidity. Patients should be able to achieve 85% of age-predicted maximum heart rate.
CCTA indicates cardiac computed tomography angiography; CMR, cardiac magnetic resonance imaging; COR, Class of Recommendation; ECG, electrocardiogram; Echo, echocardiography; LBBB, left bundle-
branch block; LOE, Level of Evidence; MPI, myocardial perfusion imaging; and N/A, not available.
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1. In Section 1.7, Figure 3 (p. e56). The green diamond-shaped box associated with the “LBBB on ECG” box should
read, “Exercise Echo or Pharm Stress MPI/Echo”. The sentence currently reads, “MPI or Echo w/ exercise”.
